
Bunnies and Blossoms Quilt
45.25” x 49.75”
by Andi Metz

Bring on Spring with this sweet and simple quilt top. The warm colors and soft florals will evoke a 
feeling of serenity with this sampler. It can be finished in day, so get hoppin’ and enjoy.

1. Cut (3) 7.75” x 33.75” strips of Panel 9688. You will have 4 blocks in a single strip. 
2. Cut (4) 2.5” strips of 9696. You will have leftover of this fabric for butterfly applique.
3. Cut (6) 4.5” strips of 9691
4. Cut (4) 1.5” strips of butterflies from 9692
5. Cut (2) 6.5” strips of 9693

6. Trace butterfly twice onto wrong side of leftover 9696. Cut out shape. Press under 1/4”. Center, 
pin and hand stitch one to each piece of 9693.
7. Sew a strip of 9692 to top of each 9693. Press. Repeat for bottom of 9693. Press. **Note the 
direction of the butterflies before sewing.
8. Sew the five strips together as shown above.
9. Sew 9696 border strip to top and bottom, press and trim off excess. Repeat for each side.
10. Sew 9691 border strip to top and bottom, press and trim off excess.
11. To extend length of strip so it fits the length of quilt, sew together two short ends of 9691 
strips. Repeat for remaining two strips. Press seams.
12 Sew newly formed 9691 strips to long sides of quilt. Press
13. Finish as desired.

** Make sure cut is full panels so you can cut a 
7.75” square. You need 12 blocks from panel



Antennae are added if you want 
to embroider them 

Trace 2 to wrong side of leftover 
piece of 9696.

Press under 1/4” around edge, 
clipping curves for ease.

I hope you had a hoppin’ good time making your quilt.
Thank you for sewing with me!


